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Highlights

- First study of disgust processing in PD using facial expressions, visual images and sentences.
- Facial expressions of disgust impaired, but not visual images and sentences.
- A specific impairment of facial recognition but spared cognitive components of disgust.

Abstract

OBJECTIVES & METHODS. Most of the studies since now show an impairment for facial displays of disgust recognition in Parkinson disease. A general impairment in disgust processing in patients with Parkinson disease might adversely affect their social interactions, given the relevance of this emotion for human relations. However, despite the importance of faces, disgust is also expressed through other format of visual stimuli such as sentences and visual images. The aim of our study was to explore disgust processing in a sample of patients affected by Parkinson disease, by means of various tests tackling not only facial recognition but also other format of visual stimuli through which disgust can be recognized. RESULTS. Our results confirm that patients are impaired in recognizing facial displays of disgust. Further analyses show that patients are also impaired and slower for other facial expressions, with the only exception of happiness. Notably however, patients with Parkinson disease processed visual images and sentences as controls. CONCLUSIONS. Our findings show a dissociation within different formats of visual stimuli of disgust, suggesting that Parkinson disease is not characterized by a general compromising of disgust processing, as often suggested. The involvement of the basal ganglia-frontal cortex system might spare some cognitive components of emotional processing, related to memory and culture, at least for disgust.
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1. Introduction

Disgust is a powerful emotion emerged at the beginning of human evolution to avoid potentially contaminating stimuli [1]. Visceral feelings, nausea, throat clenching, and the process of potentially harmful food expulsion characterize this emotion [1, 2]. As society developed, disgust assumed further moral connotations, related to poor hygiene, sexual inappropriate acts, death and violation of the ideal body “envelope” or exterior form [1]. As such, disgust acquired a pivotal role in human social interactions regulation. Neural correlates of disgust processing includes the insula and the basal ganglia [3-6]. Not by chance, abnormal perception of disgust is reported in various psychiatric disorders [7, 8] but also following neurological diseases that affect (either directly or indirectly) these anatomical areas [9, 10].

The study of Parkinson Disease (PD) has been pivotal in understanding processing of disgust [11]. Once mainly considered a motor disorder, PD is characterized by widespread cognitive impairments [12, 13], including facial emotion recognition deficits [11]. Several studies have shown a worse performance in PD patients, especially for facial displays of disgust, compared to healthy individuals [14-16]. Importantly, these impairments persist even when high intensities displays of emotions are adopted [16] and are more prominent in unmedicated patients [15].

Nevertheless, impairments in recognition of facial displays of disgust should not be taken as a final proof of a general impairment of this emotion in PD. As mentioned above, disgust is a complex emotion, which can be elicited also through visual images [17]. In fact, dissociations between formats of stimuli in emotional recognition have been already investigated in PD patients, such as in the study of Saenz et al. showing a deficit in facial emotion recognition accompanied by a spared recognition of the same emotions, fear and sadness, through music [18]. Given the relevance of emotional processing in everyday life,
assuming an impairment in disgust recognition in patients with PD would adversely affect how psychological management of psychiatric comorbidity is carried on.

Thus, the aim of this study was to explore if, in patients affected by PD, disgust processing impairments are selective for faces or also involve visual and semantic stimuli. More in detail, if impairments in the processing of disgust are general, patients should show a difference compared to healthy controls in any task tackling disgust processing. On the other hand, if impairments are selective for faces, patients should be impaired only in specific tasks exploring recognition of facial expressions of disgust.

2. Methods

2.1 Participants

Ethical approval for the study has been obtained from the Ethical Committee of the Sant’Orsola-Malpighi University hospital in Bologna (Italy) and the study has been conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. All participants (patients and healthy controls) signed an informed consent form prior the experiment and agreed to take part in the study.

2.1.1 Patients

Nineteen patients with mild-moderate idiopathic PD have been enrolled at the Movement Disorder Centre of Neurology Unit of the Sant’Orsola-Malpighi University hospital in Bologna (Italy). The diagnosis of PD was defined according to the United Kingdom Parkinson’s disease Society Brain Bank criteria[19].

Inclusion criteria for patients were: i) Hoehn and Yahr scale ≤ 4[20] ( ii) a score of at least 24 at the Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE); ii) absence of neurological (out of PD) and psychiatric comorbidities as assessed by a clinical interview; iii) absence of drugs
and alcohol abuse. All patients underwent a CT scan, which excluded the presence of brain lesions.

2.1.2 Control participants

A control group of 20 right-handed healthy participants has been recruited for comparison. Inclusion criteria for controls were: i) a score of at least 24 at the Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE); ii) absence of neurological or psychiatric diseases comorbidities by clinical interview iii) absence of sensory or motor impairments and finally iv) absence of treatment with psychotropic drugs. Demographic and clinical features are reported in table 1.

[Table 1]

2.2 Tasks & Procedure

2.2.1 Screening

All participants have been assessed with the MMSE [21] to exclude cognitive impairments and with the Yesavage Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS – Short Form) [22, 23] to control for mood disturbances that could affect performance at the emotional tasks.

2.2.2 Emotional Tasks

*Disgust Rating task [17]*. This task is composed by 12 pictures depicting fear, sadness, happiness and anger scenes as control images, and by 29 pictures displaying disgusting scenes or items (spoilt food, body products, animal related disgust, contamination, death related disgust, poor hygiene and envelope violations). The total trial number is 41. Participants are presented with these images on the centre of a computer screen. Stimuli stay on the screen until the participant's response, interleaved with a fixation cross (1000 ms).
Participants are asked to rate the valence of the picture ranging from 1 (not at all disgusting) to 7 (completely disgusting) by pressing, as rapidly as possible, one of the response keys on the keyboard, always using their dominant hand.

*Disgust Scale (DS)* [24]. The DS is a self-report scale measuring individual differences in sensitivity to disgust. The total score is obtained from part A, in which the participant is asked to answer “true” or “false” to 16 sentences describing possibly disgusting situations, and from a part B, in which a 3-point rating scale is used by the participant to rate several disgust related sentences. The scale can be downloaded from [http://people.stern.nyu.edu/jhaidt/disgustscale.html](http://people.stern.nyu.edu/jhaidt/disgustscale.html) (Italian version by Francesco Mancini).

*Facial emotion recognition task (FER task)* [25]. Stimuli consist of faces expressing one of the following emotions: fear, sadness, disgust, happiness and anger. The images are taken from the Ekman and Friesen (1976)’s series [26]. Full displays were used, as previous studies demonstrated no advantage of high intensity in PD patients [16]. This task includes 12 displays for each of the 5 emotions, portrayed by 4 individuals (2 males and 2 females). Thus, in total, participants are presented with 60 trials. Participants see images on the centre of a computer screen and they are asked to press the key label corresponding to the emotion depicted in the image. Stimuli stay on the screen until the participant's response, interleaved with a fixation cross (1000 ms). Participants respond as rapidly as possible using their dominant hand.

*Procedure* Experimental tasks (DRT, FER) were administered through the software Opensesame [27] that allowed collecting *Reaction time* (RTS) (calculated only for correct responses, in milliseconds, as the time latency between the stimulus appearance and the participant response) and *Rating* or *Accuracy* (calculated as the percentage of correct responses). All stimuli were presented on a 13-inch PC. All subjects were positioned at an equal distance from the PC monitor (50 cm from the eye to the screen centre) and were
resting with their dominant hand on a fixed starting position, kept in between all the trials, to avoid biased lags between reactions times. Order of stimuli was randomized across participants and within the same subject. We did not provide any feedback on performance accuracy during the experiment. All the other tests were paper and pencil versions.

2.2.3 Data Analysis

Data have been analysed through Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) version 22.0.0.1 for Windows (IBM©).

The DS scores have been compared between the 2 groups by means of an independent t test. For the DRT, we run a mixed ANOVA, with Group as between (Patients, Controls) and Category (control images, food, body products, animal related disgust, contamination, death related disgust, and envelope violations) as within subject factors. Both rating and RTS have been analysed. FER data have been analysed through a mixed ANOVA procedure with Group as between (Patients, Controls) and Emotion (Anger, Fear, Sadness, Happiness and Disgust) as within subject factors. This procedure has been applied to both accuracy (percentage of correct answers) and RTS (for correct answers only). Post hoc comparisons have been carried out by means of estimated marginal means comparisons (Bonferroni corrected for multiple comparisons). In all cases, alpha level was set at .05. Effect sizes are reported as partial $\eta^2$ ($\eta^2_p$).

Clinical variables association with disgust processing has been explored by means of Pearson correlation procedures when continuous (such as disease duration) and by means of Chi Square tests when nominal or categorical (such as presence or absence of drug treatment with L – Dopa).

---

1 It was not possible to analyse some variables (depression, visual hallucinations) due to the small numerousness of individuals presenting the feature.
3. Results

3.1 DS analysis

Average score (SD) for patients was 16.6 (6.5), while for controls it was 18.3 (3.9). No significant differences were highlighted for this instrument when comparing the 2 groups (p > .05).

3.2 DRT analyses

3.2.1 Rating

The mixed ANOVA (Green-House Geisser correction applied) showed a main effect of Category (F(3.952; 146.226) = 35.489; p < .001 ; \eta^2_p = .49) but not of Group (p>.05) and no interaction between factors (p >.05) (Fig. 1).

The Category effect was driven by an expected significantly lower rating for control images (M (SD)=2.6 (0.2)) compared to all the other categories { food M (SD) =5.4(0.22), body products M (SD) =5.3(0.24), animal related disgust M (SD) =5.2(0.22), contamination M (SD) =5.1(0.3), death related disgust M (SD) =6.1 (0.2), poor hygiene M (SD) =5.1(0.1) and envelope violations M (SD) =5.9(0.22) }.

[FIGURE 1]

Reaction Times

Similarly to ratings, the mixed ANOVA (Green-House Geisser correction applied) on RTS showed a main effect of Category (F(4.510; 166.872) = 5.123; p < .001 ; \eta^2_p = .12) and no
interaction between factors (p > .05). Importantly, the Group effect was not significant either (p > .05).

The Category effect was driven by faster RTS in rating images of death related disgust compared to body products (mean difference = -912.82, p = .007), and of poor hygiene (mean difference = -956.46, p = .001) and of animal related disgust (mean difference = -608.62, p = .024) compared to control images. No other differences were found.

FER analyses

Accuracy

The mixed ANOVA (Green-House Geisser correction applied) showed a main effect of Emotion (F(2.743; 101.495) = 23.361; p < .001; \( \eta^2_p = .38 \)) and of Group (F(1,37) = 39.341; p < .001; \( \eta^2_p = .51 \)) and a significant interaction between the factors (F(2.743; 101.495) = 3.813; p = .015; \( \eta^2_p = .09 \)).

On average, controls recognized emotions with greater accuracy than patients did (M (SD) controls = 83 (2.08); M (SD) patients = 64.2 (2.12)), driving the Group effect. As expected, the main effect of Emotion was due to a greater accuracy in recognizing happiness compared to all the other emotions (M (SD) happiness = 95.4 (2.3); M (SD) anger = 67.1 (3.1); M fear = 69.1 (2.7); M (SD) sadness = 68.8 (3.4); M (SD) disgust = 67.6 (2.3)), independently from being a patient or a control.

When exploring the interaction between Group and Emotion (Fig. 2), controls outperformed patients in anger (mean difference = 15.78, p = .016), fear (mean difference = 24.23, p < .001), sadness (mean difference = 28.94, p < .001), and disgust recognition (mean difference = 21.31, p < .001), but not happiness (p > .05).
Reaction Times

A main effect of Emotion ($F_{(2.655; 98.244)} = 8.095; p < .001 ; \eta^2_p = .18$) and Group ($F_{(1,37)} = 17.700; p < .001; \eta^2_p = .32.4$) and a significant interaction between these two factors ($F_{(2.655; 98.244)}= 3.813; p = .021; \eta^2_p = .08$) emerged from the mixed ANOVA (Green-House Geissser correction applied) analysis.

The Group effect was driven by controls being faster in answering than patients (M (SD) controls=2684 (372); M (SD) patients=4929 (382)). As for accuracy, the main effect of Emotion was driven by faster RTS in recognizing happiness compared to all the other emotions (M (SD) happiness=2906 (256); M (SD) anger=3870 (261); M (SD) fear=4178 (266); M (SD) sadness=4028 (279); M (SD) disgust=4049 (450)), independently from the group.

The significant interaction between Group and Emotion (Fig. 3) was explained by a significant difference for patients in recognizing happiness versus anger (mean difference= -1131.7, p=.003), fear (mean difference= -1498.1, p<.001), sadness (mean difference= -1488, p<.001), and disgust (mean difference= -2040.7, p=.001). Importantly, no other significant differences between emotions (i.e. disgust compared to fear, anger and sadness) were highlighted in patients (p > .05). Differently, controls were faster only in recognizing happiness versus fear (mean difference= -10.465, p<.001). When comparing patients and controls for each single emotion, patients resulted slower in recognizing anger (mean difference= -1916.5, p=.001), fear (mean difference= -2033.8, p=.001), sadness (mean difference= -2313.8, p < .001), happiness (mean difference= -1582.2, p=.004) and disgust (mean difference= -3376.5, p=.001).
Errors pattern

To understand further the recognition impairments highlighted in PD, we analysed the error pattern (i.e. incorrect responses) of patients at this task (Table 2). The total number of errors in each emotional category identified as impaired from the previous analyses suggest that the amount of errors is not different between categories in patients with PD. As can be seen from Table 2 the percentage of errors is homogeneously distributed in the four emotional categories (happiness is not considered as it was not impaired in patients compared to controls). Patients show an average of 25% errors across all trials (range: 24 to 26).

When looking at the substitution pattern (i.e. type of incorrect identification), our findings show that happiness is rarely chosen incorrectly as target emotion (with a maximum of 7% for anger recognition). On the other hand, disgust and fear are most frequently incorrectly identified as anger (respectively 63% and 43% of the times). Sadness is mostly identified as disgust (41%) and anger as fear (43%). Overall, independently from the target emotion, anger is the most common substitution error, followed by fear and disgust (Table 3).

A repeated measure ANOVA for each correct emotion (with the exclusion of happiness, which was not compromised in patients) with each substitution category (fear, anger, disgust, sadness or happiness, depending on the target emotion) as factor revealed an interesting pattern. Patients substitute disgust with a different frequency ($F_{(2; 54)} = 31.263; p < .001; \eta^2_p = .63$). Substitution with anger is significantly more frequent than with fear (mean difference = 2.52; $p < .001$), happiness (mean difference = 3; $p < .001$) or sadness (mean difference = 1.94; $p = .002$). Happiness is less frequently substituted than sadness (mean difference = -1.05; $p = .006$). No differences are highlighted between fear and happiness, and fear and sadness (all $p > .05$). Similarly, patients wrongly identify anger with a different frequency of
substitution errors ($F(2; 54) = 6.768; p < .001; \eta^2_p = .27$). In this case, substitution with fear is significantly more frequent than with happiness (mean difference = 1.68; $p = .003$) and sadness (mean difference = .89; $p = .019$). The same different frequency of substitution errors appeared for sadness ($F(2; 54) = 6.382; p < .001; \eta^2_p = .26$). For this emotion, though, substitutions with happiness are less frequent than fear (mean difference = 1.52; $p = .002$) and disgust (mean difference = .51; $p = .013$), but no other differences between fear, disgust and anger emerge (all $p > .05$). Finally, when the correct emotion is fear, frequency is significantly distributed ($F(2; 54) = 7.991; p < .001; \eta^2_p = .30$) with happiness less frequently chosen than anger (mean difference = 1.89; $p = .001$), disgust (mean difference = 2.5; $p = .002$), and sadness (mean difference = 3.1; $p = .003$). Sadness, disgust and anger on the other hand are similarly substituted (all $p > .05$).

**TABLE 2**

**TABLE 3**

**Association with Clinical Variables - Disgust**

An average rating of all the seven disgust related categories has been calculated for the DRT. The final score is a general disgust rating score not divided by category. The same procedure has been applied to RTS for this task. For the FER task, only disgust recognition (accuracy and RTS) has been taken into account at this stage, given the purpose of this analysis.

L – Dopa drug treatment (criterion: presence/absence of treatment) did not reveal any association with DRT ratings or RTS ($p > .05$). We found a significant positive correlation between disease duration and RTS when recognizing facial expressions of disgust ($r = .701$, $p = .001$). No other correlations were found for the facial emotions.
Association with Disease Duration – Other impaired emotional categories (FER task)

To explore further the association between disease duration and emotion recognition, we also calculated correlations between this variable, and accuracy and RTS for the other impaired emotional categories (sadness, fear and anger). We found a significant positive correlation between RTS for fear recognition and duration of the disease \( r = .486, p = .035 \), suggesting longer times to recognize this emotion in patients with a longer disease duration. No other significant correlations have been found (\( p > .05 \) all correlations with accuracy and for RTS in both sadness and anger).

Summary

In summary, our results show a clear-cut difference in patients with PD when it comes to disgust processing. Visual images and sentences processing of disgust appear intact in these patients, both in terms of ratings and of velocity of processing. On the other hand, patients with PD are impaired in recognizing facial expressions of disgust. Importantly, this impairment in facial expression recognition is not selective for disgust but clearly widespread across all categories, with the exception of happiness. Secondly, the association with clinical features shows that the disease duration is related to the velocity of processing of facial expression of disgust (the longer the time affected by the disease, the longer the time required to recognize faces expressing disgust) and fear, but not of other forms of processing.

Discussion

The study of patients affected by Parkinson Disease (PD) is an invaluable source of information to understand disgust processing and its neural basis. Several studies have shown a more or less selective impairment in disgust recognition in PD patients compared to healthy
individuals [11, 14-16]. These results contributed to putting forward the notion that the basal ganglia among others are fundamental for disgust processing [3-6]. Furthermore, the reverse is also true: understanding if disgust processing is impaired in PD might provide valuable cues on how much emotions are affected in this condition and consequently how much attention should be devoted to this during treatments. An impairment in disgust recognition also affects the ability to interact socially and to follow moral and “basic” hygiene rules. For instance, a person might not feel disgusted by spoiled apples or might not take a shower when needed; this information is important in planning caregiving assistance, and to inform the patients themselves.

Studies on PD patients emotional processing have shown impairments of recognition of emotions from prosody, not selective for disgust [28, 29]. Recent work by Wagenbreth et al. adopted a paradigm using the eye region of the face to investigate implicit and explicit processing of emotions, trying to shed light on Theory of Mind impairments in PD [30]. This work has shown that a generally preserved implicit processing, with the specific exception of disgust and happiness, and a clearly impaired processing of explicit information, again specific for disgust portrayed by the eyes, characterize PD. As well as previous studies, the involvement of a disturbed facial processing in PD appears to be the ground for higher emotional deficits that are not apparent when different stimuli are used. These findings, showing a dissociation within formats of stimuli for disgust processing, suggest that PD is not characterized by a general compromising of disgust processing. These dissociations have already been shown for other emotions, such as fear and sadness, between facial displays and music processing [18].

However, most of the studies relied on the use of facial displays of disgust. Despite the importance of faces to communicate our internal feeling of disgust, this emotion is much more complex and is associated to higher cognitive expressions involving domains such
sexual inappropriate acts, death and violation of the ideal body “envelope” or exterior form [1]. As such, disgust can also be explored using linguistic items, such as sentences, and through the presentation of visual images depicting relevant items.

The peculiarity of our study was to explore disgust processing in a sample of patients affected by PD, by means of various tests tackling not only facial recognition but also other formats of stimuli through which disgust can be processed. If PD is characterized by a selective impairment in disgust as previously suggested [11, 14-16], one could expect to find differences between patients and controls on all the tests. On the contrary, our results show that patients with PD process visual images and “linguistic” displays of disgust as controls, both in terms of intensity of rating, velocity of processing and semantic meaning. Despite the integrity of these processes, patients with PD in our study are impaired in recognizing facial displays of disgust and show the most important slowing down for this emotion. Notably however, they are also slower (all emotions) and impaired (with the exception of happiness), compared to controls, in recognizing other categories of facial expressions. Interestingly, the detailed analyses of errors (i.e. the emotion incorrectly chosen instead of the one displayed) committed by patients in the facial emotion recognition task further stress this concept, as the number of errors committed by patients is similar for all target emotions. In other words, the number of errors patients commit when they have to identify disgust is not different from the one when the target emotion is fear, sadness or anger. Furthermore, patients seems to recognize anger more often in facial displays than other emotions. This detailed analyses of errors also highlighted that for disgust the most common incorrect response is anger, and for anger the most common is fear.

Importantly, clinical variables did not appear to be strictly associated with disgust processing, with the only relevant exception of disease duration being associated to faces (disgust and fear only) processing velocity.
One might question if our results from the DS are due to psychometric limits of the scale itself. It has been pointed out that DS subscales (i.e. scores for specific food or animal related disgust) have low reliability [24, 30]. However, this issue does not affect the total score of the DS, which has good reliability and validity [30], with an alpha coefficient of 0.84 [24, 30]. Given the above issues with subscales, we did not interpret scores separately; neither did we have a rationale to expect one or the other domain of disgust sensitivity to be particularly impaired. Considering the points above, and that we were exploring general differences between controls and patients, rather than the subscales to characterize patients only, it is quite unlikely that results are due to psychometric limitations of the DS.

Taken together the results of our own study and of previous research, it appears unlikely that PD compromises disgust processing per se. It appears more plausible that, impacting a connection hub to and from the frontal cortex such as the basal ganglia-frontal cortex system [31], PD affects emotional processing at different levels but not necessarily entire emotional categories. One could speculate that different emotional formats of stimuli might be impacted depending on the damage to the network, not necessarily guaranteeing the same impairments in all patients or in all emotional categories. This idea has been put forward for right temporal lobe epilepsy, for instance, showing that disease duration is related to accuracy in recognizing facial displays of emotions [25]. Such an account would explain the discrepant results from the literature [32, 33]. However, even within facial recognition, differences can be found in PD. We have shown that disease duration is related to processing velocity for disgust and fear depicted by faces. On the other hand, the duration of the disease does not relate to accuracy when recognizing facial displays. As such, the hypothesis of a different damage in relation to format of stimuli as the disease progress seems unlikely.

Finally, the involvement of the basal ganglia-frontal cortex system might spare higher cognitive components of emotional processing, related to memory and culture, at least for
disgust when presented with stimuli not linked to processing of faces. Another interesting account that might explain our findings is the difference between identification of emotions and assessment of their intensity. In PD, our and previous findings clearly indicate an issue with identification. From our study, one would be tempted to conclude that intensity is not impaired while identification is in PD. However, previous studies have shown that intensity for facial expressions is also impaired in PD: these patients rate target emotions lower than the healthy controls during facial emotion recognition tasks, for instance [16]. As such, findings from our study rather than suggesting a dichotomy between intensity and identification, points towards a difference in identification and intensity processing of emotions in terms of format of presentation.

Understanding if and how the mechanisms of disgust processing in PD are compromised can inform us about real life related social skills that are fundamental for effective interactions and consequently for a good quality of life. Neurological conditions exist that compromise the understanding of disgust, as it happens in Huntington’s disease. These patients rate unpleasant odours as significantly less disgusting than controls [34], leading to real life consequences such as poor hygiene and impaired social interactions. The differences we highlighted between facial, visual and semantic displays of disgust tell us that in PD the situation might be different, and that the impairment in disgust processing might not affect conventional domains. In conclusion, we have shown that disgust is not entirely compromised in PD. In detail, facial displays impairments are not necessarily accompanied by visual stimuli decoding or linguistic processing deficits. Likely, these findings suggest that interpreting the basal ganglia hub as a core area for disgust processing might be too tentative.
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Figure 1. Ratings at the DRT task, control versus disgust categories are presented, averaged for patients and controls. Bars represent standard error of the mean.

Figure 2. FER Accuracy in patients and controls (y axis presents percentage of accurate answers). With the exception of happiness, all comparisons are significant (stars indicate significant differences at p < .05). Bars represent standard error of the mean.

Figure 3. FER RTS in patients and controls (y axis presents velocity of response in milliseconds). In patients, happiness is recognized significantly faster than all other emotions, while controls show a difference only between happiness and fear. Bars represent standard error of the mean.
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**Fig. 1**

![Graph showing stimuli category vs. response for Disgust and Control groups.](image1)

**Fig. 2**

![Bar graph comparing emotional expressions for Controls and Patients.](image2)

**Fig. 3**

![Line graph showing response levels across different groups.](image3)
Tables & Figures legend

Table 1. Demographic and clinical features of patients and controls. Values for age, education, Mini-mental State Examination (MMSE) and Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS) are mean ± standard deviation. The other variables indicate the number of participants. Demographic variables and scores at the MMSE and GDS have been compared between patients and controls by means of independent t tests when continuous (age, education, MMSE and GDS score) and by means of Pearson’s Chi Square tests when nominal or categorical (gender). None of these comparisons showed any significance, all ps > .05), confirming that the two groups are comparable for demographic and baseline variables.

Table 2. Overview of errors and type of substitution made by patients in the FER task. The first columns describe the total number of errors in each category. Target emotion indicates the correct answer; error indicates the number of incorrect identifications made by patients. Substitution provides an overview of the type of error made (i.e. the incorrect emotion identified). Total percentage is calculated considering the overall number of errors (i.e. independently from the emotional category). % of substitutions is computed within the emotional category.

Table 3. Total types pf substitutions for each emotion, computed on all trials independently from the target emotion.
### Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic Features</th>
<th>Patients</th>
<th>Controls</th>
<th>$t/\chi^2$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
<td>71.8 (± 7.8)</td>
<td>70.1 (± 5.7)</td>
<td>.797</td>
<td>.431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education</strong></td>
<td>9.2 (± 4.4)</td>
<td>7.3 (± 2.6)</td>
<td>1.656</td>
<td>.109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td>10 males</td>
<td>10 males</td>
<td>.027</td>
<td>.869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Demographic Features</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MMSE</strong></td>
<td>27.2 (± 2.4)</td>
<td>27 (± 1.8)</td>
<td>.388</td>
<td>.700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GDS</strong></td>
<td>5.1 (± 2.9)</td>
<td>3.9 (± 2.9)</td>
<td>1.200</td>
<td>.238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Depression by GDS &gt; 5</strong></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disease duration</strong></td>
<td>9 (± 6.7)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hoehn and Yahr scale</strong></td>
<td>≤ 2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 or 4</td>
<td>3 or 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clinical features</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dopamine agonist treatment</strong></td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>L-Dopa Treatment</strong></td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mood Treatment</strong></td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Visual Hallucinations</strong></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target Emotion</th>
<th>Total number of Errors</th>
<th>% Errors (Total)</th>
<th>Substitution</th>
<th>Number of Substitutions</th>
<th>% of Substitutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disgust</strong></td>
<td>94</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Fear</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Happiness</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Anger</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sadness</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Anger</strong></td>
<td>88</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Fear</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Happiness</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Disgust</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sadness</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sadness</strong></td>
<td>94</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Fear</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Happiness</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Disgust</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Anger</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fear</strong></td>
<td>87</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Happiness</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Anger</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Disgust</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sadness</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>363</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total substitutions</th>
<th>Number of Substitutions (Total)</th>
<th>% of Substitutions (total)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fear</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happiness</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anger</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadness</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disgust</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>